Abstract. A certain map-the "residue map"-is defined and its properties are investigated. The impetus for the definition and study of this map is a definition by A. Grothendieck of a homomorphism, the " residue symbol", which has been found applicable in several areas, including the duality theory of algebraic varieties.
0. Introduction. Grothendieck has defined an intriguing homomorphism, the "residue symbol", and listed some of its basic properties (cf. [10, pp. 195-199] , and also [2] ). This symbol has found application in several areas [5, 7, 13, 18] . Unfortunately, Grothendieck's treatment is embedded in a formidable global duality theory, which makes detailed proof inaccessible to many who may find the symbol itself quite useful.
We outline here an approach to residues which requires only basic commutative and homological algebra. The feasibility of such an approach was suggested by Cartier fifteen or twenty years ago. It is both more elementary and more general than the one in [10] .
In Part I the definition of the map is given. In §1 the map is defined as a composition of maps which are discussed in § §2 and 3. §4 is concerned with a method for explicit calculation of the map in a particular case. §5 closes Part I with some examples.
Part II is devoted to investigating certain properties of the residue map.
A report of the basic definition of the residue symbol, along with certain examples, appeared earlier in [12] .
This work was done as part of a Ph.D. thesis under Joseph Lipman and I am heavily indebted to him for his guidance in this work.
I. A CANONICAL MAP 1. Definition of Res9. Throughout this paper the word ring will mean a commutative ring with an identity element.
Consider a ring A, an /4-algebra R, and an ideal I oî R such that B = R/I is a finitely generated projective ^-module. Let S = R ®A B and define y: S -» B by y(/-® b) = r ■ b, where " denotes the image of r under the canonical map R -» B. Thus we have a map S2//Í2 -» 7//2 which takes dr (mod /fi)->r®l -\ ® r (mod y2), where J is the canonical derivation R -» ßÄ//4. To see that this map is an isomorphism, we construct an inverse. There is a canonical map J/J2 -> ßs/B ®s£ Thus we have a map J/J2 -* ÜR/A/IÜR/A. To see that the two maps defined are inverse to one another is simply a matter of following through the definitions.
Q.E.D.
For each integer q > 0, we will define a natural ,4-linear map
Res": Qi/IQi ®BExtRiB, R) ^ A, or, equivalently, a ß-linear map EMq*{B-B^jH0:Ás.B)'H°m*{s-B)^s/j which depends in an 5-multilinear alternating way on g and so, by the universal property of exterior powers, we will have the desired map.
Let g,,... ,gq be in J Ç S. By Ks(gx,... ,gq) -Ksig), we will mean the Koszul complex over S determined by the sequence igx,...,gq).
Since B is assumed projective over A, we have, by extension of scalars, that S = R ®A B is a projective £-module. Thus £s(g) is an £-projective complex. (Each component of the complex is a finite direct sum of copies of S.) Let X. be an £-projective resolution of B. We have the diagram:
Y denotes the natural factorization of y through 5/(g)S.
Because £s(g) is an £-projective complex and X. is exact, there exists a lifting of y, £s(g) -» A'., which is unique up to homotopy [14, III,Thereom 6.1].
Applying the contra variant functor HomR( , B) and taking homology, we have a map which is, at first glance, £-linear:
Hq{HomR{X., B)) -H«(HomR{Ks{g), £)).
The map is easily seen to be £-linear. (The second map follows because (g) C J.) It must be checked that the map is independent of the choice of projective resolution of B and depends in an S-multilinear alternating way on the sequence igx,_gq) Ç Jq; most of the verifications are straightforward. We sketch a proof that the mapping is multilinear. Letigx,...,gi,...,gq) = (g^andíg,,...,^,...^) = (g'¡ ) be two sequences in Jq which differ only in the z'th place. With each sequence we have a corresponding map Ext^(£, B) -» HomR(5, B) ®SB and we compare these maps to that which corresponds to the sequence
We give a map Ksigx) ^ Ksigx,g\), i.e. a map
where £s(gy) = S ® Se;, e2 = 0 [15, 18.D] . We do this in the natural way; call this map a,. We similarly define a2: £s(g¿) -> £s(g¡, g'¡). In terms of exterior powers, if e,,.. .,e,,... ,e generate A ' Sq, the degree one component of £s(g¡), then e,,... ,e,, e'j,...,eq generate A tSq+l, the degree one component of £s(g,, g,') (e'¡ corresponding to g,'), and a, maps the generators of A ' Sq to the corresponding generators of A S"+l. We define «3: £s(gj + g'¡) -£s(gi,g'¡) in a similar manner, which at the first level sends ey -» eJtj ¥= i, and e (corresponding to g, + g[) to e, + e'¡. We consider £ ®A \iomAiB, A) as an S = R ®A ß-module by (r, ® bx)ib ®f) = rxb ® bxf, where/ G Hom/)(£, A) and rx denotes the image of rx under the natural map R -> B. Hom^Ä, B) is considered as an £ ®A £-module by irx ® bx)f = t-° f ° rh, where rh means multiplication by b. It is easily checked that </> is an R®a B isomorphism and that if and p are dihomomorphisms for the map y: R ®AB -£by yir® b) = rb. 
II. Properties of the residue map
Throughout the rest of the paper (*) will denote the usual situation, i.e., £ = R/I is a finitely generated projective A -module and we have the diagram:
Suppose, in situation (*), that there exists an ideal £ Ç £ such that I El' and £' = R/I' is a finitely generated projective ^-module. Then there exist two residue maps Proof. Let <*»","_,: ß"//"ß" -» ß"//,_,ß" be the natural map, n>\.
is an inverse system and so we have lim(ß"//"ß") and maps ctn:
lim(ß"//,ß") -» ß"//"ß", n > 0, such that the following diagram commutes, where k<j: Proof. Let X. be an £-projective resolution; X.®RR' is then an £'-projective resolution of R/I ®R £' s £'//£' s B. We have a natural map X. -> A".®R £' and this gives an isomorphism ß: ExtqRiB, B) -* ExlqRiB, B); ß is the inverse of a. Given A G ExtqRiB, B), X = (a ° /3)(A) and using the proposition, we have°" = a'q{j'xA-..AJq®ß(X)).
In particular, this proposition can be applied to £, the 7-adic completion of £ (cf. Lemma 2.7. Let A' -A be a ring map such that A is a finitely generated projective A'-module. Let M be a finitely generated projective A-module. Then M is a finitely generated projective A'-module and the following diagram is commutative: Proof. Let A", be an £-projective resolution of £. Assume A' is flat over A; then R' = R ®A A' is flat over £ and hence X.®R £' is an £'-projective resolution of B®RR'^B'.
Since Horn«/X®«£',£') = HornR(X., £'), we have the desired ismorphism and the result follows from the proposition. Similarly if £ is ,4-flat, then X. is an A -flat resolution of £. The z'th homology of A".®Ä £' = A".®^ A' is Tor/(£, £') = 0 since £ is ,4-projective, i.e. X ®R £' is exact and the proof follows as before. Q.E.D.
Suppose now that we are in situation (*) with / generated by a quasi-regular sequence/,,...,/,.
We note several facts, the proofs of which are in the appendix on quasi-regular sequences. Given any integers kx,... by definition we pass to the /-adic completion and the sequence becomes regular, i.e., we may assume the sequences/,,...,/, and/*',...,//" are £-regular sequences.) To make our calculation we have, as usual, a map £s-(h¡) -» £R(f k>) (£B(f¡k|)) is a projective resolution of £ = £/(/,*',...,//«), (h¡) = the sequence (//,,...,//,), (f¡ki) = ifx\...,fqi), S = R ®A B. We may choose any map between those complexes which is a lifting of y: S/(h¡) -» £ given by yis (mod(h,))) -» rb, s = r ® b; note that (h¡) is now an ideal of S. We construct such a map.
As noted above every element of £ is uniquely of the form 2dJcJfJ, J = (/,,... ,/"), 0 </ < k¡, Cj E ai R/I), a an A -linear section, cy = image of cy in £. We wish to give an £-linear map between the following complexes which lifts y. In case g = 1 and some k, > 1, then multiplying by g has no effect and the matrix for the map is just the matrix with all zeros except in the lower left-hand corner where it is 1 (1 means the identity in Horn^(£/(!,)), £/(!,)). Hence the sum of the diagonals is 0 and so Q.E.D.
We now consider a particular form of situation (*). Consider two ideals / and K of £ such that R/I + K is a finitely generated projective ,4-module; assume / = (w,.un) with ux,...,un a regular sequence. We have a diagram: v,) is exact.) In this case we can give 4> explicitly. We have the identity map KRiux, v,) -» £«(u¡, \x) and there is a canonical map KRiux)-> KRiux,xx) and so there is a map £A(u¡,v,) ®k(Uj) -£B (u¡, v,) . If e,, 1 < i < n, and r,, \ < I < q, are the generators of A ' R", then this map is seen to be e, -» e,, 1 < i < n, 17 -* t¡, 1 < / < q, e--> e,, I < i < n. We will have a map A "£"+" ®R A " £" ^ A "+" £"+" (this is at the # + « level) which 
